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By the end of Year 2
Text and Graphics:  To type quickly and correctly. 

I can find letters and type them 
I can type words  
I can fix a mistake by using the mouse to move the cursor 
I can use a capital letter, space and simple grammar features  i.e., fullstop, comma 

Digital Creativity:   Create a picture using a drawing programme or App 
I can paint with different colours 
Use a rubber or undo to fix mistakes 
Change the brush size 

   Use a digital camera to take a photo 
Point and shoot 

   Use an ipad to take a photo or video 
Point, shoot and playback to share 

Multimedia:  I can produce a multimedia presentation 
I can put photos in order 
I can record sound



By the end of Year 2
Computing:  To successfully use technology 

I can use a mouse  
I can swipe and use double fingers and scrunching on an ipad 
I can close down apps 
I can screenshot on an ipad 
I can turn on the device and log on if required  

Research and communication:  To research a topic on the internet 
I have an idea of what the internet is 
I know how to be safe on the internet  
I can read words, look at pictures and watch videos on a website. 
I can share facts I found out.



By the end of Year 4
Text and Graphics:  To type quickly and correctly. 

I can type words quickly 
I can underline, bold, use italics 
I can identify spelling mistakes and attempt to correct 

    To present text using fancy settings 
I can change the font size, colour and style  
I can change the fill colour and border colour 
I can copy and insert and resize a picture or photo 

    To create a mind map using ICT 
I can connect text boxes together to link ideas or information 

    To type and design a printable document  
I can open and save a new document in a variety of programmes and apps (e.g. Word, 

Publisher, Powerpoint) 
I can insert and re-size images to illustrate a document. 
I can change the font size/colour and rotate/re-size any images 

  



By the end of Year 4
Digital Creativity:   Create a picture using a drawing programme or App 

I can use a variety of drawing effects to create a graphic image 
   Use a digital device to take a photo 

Zoom in and out 
Save and insert an image into a variety of appropriate programmes and apps (e.g. Word, 

Powerpoint, Puppet Pals etc.) 
   Use an ipad to take a photo or video 

Point, shoot and save to playback later 
Multimedia  Create a digital presentation 

I can add a sequence of sound effects  
I create a sequence of photos / videos 
I can add text, images and sound on to a variety of programmes 



By the end of Year 4
Research and Communication: To understand what the internet is 

I can explain why the internet is useful 
     To research a topic on the world wide web 

I know what a URL is and I can use it to find a website 
I can use a search engine (e.g., Google) 
I can select appropriate search results  

     To know how to stay safe when using the Internet 
I can explain why passwords are needed 
I know that some sites are safe and some are not.  
I know what to do if I feel unsafe 

Computing:     To successfully use technology 
I can competently use a mouse or touch pad 
I can use shortcuts i.e., Control V to copy 
I can screenshot on an ipad and use a snipping tool or print screen on a PC 
I can turn on the device and log on independently and save my own work



By the end of Year 6
Text & Graphics:  

I can create, save and print a word document efficiently - using editing tools. 
I can self-edit my own work in a word document - selecting from spell check.  
I can use a variety of programmes such as powerpoint, word and publisher for the appropriate task. 
I can save an image and use it in a word programme.  

Multimedia Authoring:  
I can create and edit a short film.  
I can save a short film and present this to an audience.  
I can use apps, such as lego movie, to create stories and films.  
I can create an e-book independently.  

Digital Creativity:  
I can create an audio recording. 
I can save and insert an image into a variety of programmes - I can edit a photograph. e.g through cropping and resizing.  

Researching and Communication: 
I can understand about the importance of internet safety.  
I can explain why sites are safe for children to join.  
I can use an internet search engine to find relevant facts through appropriate websites. 



By the End of Year 7 & 8
Text & Graphics 

I can choose from a range of programs and tools for presenting work effectively e.g. Word, PowerPoint, Glogster, 
Sway 

I can insert tables and charts.  
I can download new fonts for creative effects.  
I can create collages with words and photos using apps e.g. Wordle, Tagxedo, Pages 
I can create a mind map using ICT and Web apps.  

Digital Creativity:  
I can edit digital photos and movies using ICT tools and Web apps e.g. Movie Maker 
I can create music using ICT and add to digital presentations.  
I can add and trim audio recordings to enhance digital presentations.  
I can use a 3D printer.  

Multi-Media Authoring: 
I can use apps to create short animations and edit them using texts and sounds.  
I can create a website or wiki with texts, images and hyperlinks.



By the End of Year 7 & 8
Computing: 

I can use 3D drawing tools to create model designs (e.g. Google Sketch) 
I can use a spreadsheet program (Excel) and Web apps to create graphs and charts.  
I can use 3D printers.  

Research & Communication: 
I can send messages to different groups of people online e.g emails, wiki posts, collaborative docs.  
I can use digital tools to collaborate with groups e.g. Google Docs, Tinyurl, Onenote 
I can explore virtual maps using 3D views and layers of information e.g. Google Maps. 
I can scan and use a QR code. 
I can filter search engine  results e.g. to find different types of media.  
I can evaluate websites to check their reliability and usefulness.  
I can explain how to to respond to online hazards safely.


